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Abstract Automatic navigation of an articulated drum

roller, which is an articulated steering type vehicle widely

used in the construction industry, is highly expected for

operation cost reduction and improvement of work effi-

ciency. In order to achieve the path following control,

considering that its steering system is articulated steering

and two frames are articulated by an active revolute joint, a

kinematic model and an error dynamic state-space equation

of an articulated drum roller are proposed. Besides, a state-

feedback control law based on Lyapunov stability theory is

also designed, which can be proved to achieve the purpose

of control by the analysis of stability. What’s more, to

evaluate the performance of the proposed method, simu-

lation under the MATLAB/Simulink and experiments

using positioning algorithm and errors correction at the

uneven construction site are performed, with initial dis-

placement error (-1.5 m), heading error (-0.11 rad) and

steering angle (-0.19 rad). Finally, simulation and exper-

imental results show that the errors and steering angle can

decrease gradually, and converge to zero with time.

Meanwhile, the control input is not saturated. An articu-

lated drum roller can lock into a desired path with the

proposed method in uneven fields.

Keywords Kinematics � Path following control �
Articulated drum roller � Positioning algorithm �
Positioning errors correction

1 Introduction

The past two decades have witnessed an increase in the use

of positioning and navigation technologies in land vehicle

applications to improve safety and handling characteristics,

including automated car navigation, emergency assistance,

agricultural machinery, engineering machinery and so on

[1, 2]. Automatic navigation of an articulated steering type

vehicle such as a drum roller, which is widely used for

constructing dams, airports and roads, is also highly

expected for operation cost reduction and improvement of

work efficiency. What’s more, it also makes one operate

multi-machines performance possible in large-scale

construction.

An articulated steering type vehicle has two frames

(front and rear) and they are articulated by an active rev-

olute joint. Its steering action can be achieved by changing

the angle between the front and rear frames. For the real

vehicle working at the construction site, this is normally

done by two hydraulic cylinders between the two frames,

the length of which can be controlled. The structural fea-

tures and the extra degrees of freedom caused by joint

weaken the lateral stiffness of an articulated steering type

vehicle, resulting in a poor performance during the straight-

line driving and increasing the difficulty in control [3].

Automatic navigation is mainly based on two tech-

niques: positioning and control [4–7]. Control laws for

automatic navigation can be developed by modeling the

vehicle with a kinematic model [8–11]. There are many

studies on a tractor-trailer, which has a similar mechanical
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structure with an articulated steering vehicle. The kine-

matic model, steering limitations and controllability of a

tractor-trailer using differential geometric tools have been

reviewed and discussed [12–14]. YOSHIMOTO, et al [15],

proposed a closed- loop control method of backward

movement using the path following method for an

unmanned vehicle with a trailer for operation in an orchard.

YANG, et al [16], proposed a control framework relying on

mixed logical dynamics hybrid modeling and model pre-

dictive control method to achieve the path tracking control

for the backing-up tractor-trailer system. KHALAJI, et al

[17], designed a kinematic control law based on switching

control method and a non-model-based dynamic control

law to stabilize the tractor-trailer wheeled robot about a

desired configuration. HUYNH, et al [18], designed a

controller for tracking straight-line and circular paths by

combining nonlinear proportional-integral control with the

backstepping control. TIAN, et al [19], proposed a four

degrees of freedom single track model of a tractor-trailer

and studied the influences of the structural and operating

parameters on the vehicle. However, the tractor and trailer

is articulated by a passive revolute joint, the control of a

tractor-trailer depends on how the trailer moves respective

to the tractor. Besides, the steering instantaneous center of

the tractor is not coincident with that of the trailer, it is best

to consider the two objects as separate pieces with an

angular relationship. Therefore, the kinematic model of an

articulated steering type vehicle is different from the one of

a tractor-trailer and the control laws also can not be used

for an articulated steering type vehicle directly.

There are also several studies on an articulated steering

type vehicle. YAMAKAWA, et al [20], studied on turning

characteristics of an articulated tracked vehicle. ALSHAER,

et al [21], proposed a path planning methodology for an

articulated large wheel loader drawing a V-shape path and

designed a PID controller to keep machine lateral position

within the pre-defined path while traveling with constant

speed. NAYL, et al [22], proposed an on-line path planning

algorithm producing on-line the next referencewaypoint and

aModel Predictive Controller utilized for creating the proper

control signal. They also analyzed the effect of kinematic

parameters of the path planning algorithm in Ref. [23].

SHIROMA, et al [24], introduced another virtual velocity

constraint and formulated nonlinear state equations using

two constraints, but the nonlinear state-feedback controller

was designed still using the exact linearization method.

RAINS, et al [25], studied a pure-pursuit navigational

algorithm, based on a predetermined look-ahead distance, to

compute the appropriate turning radius to achieve the desired

look-ahead coordinate. Mobile robots which explore untra-

ditional environments are center-articulated, and their

kinematic model resembles articulated-steering vehicles.

DELROBAEI, et al [26], investigated a kinematic model for

center-articulated mobile robots, and proposed a feedback

method to control a parking maneuver using a beacon-based

positioning system. However, although these papers propose

different control methods for path following, they do not

consider the control input saturation. KOU, et al [27],

showed that the control input saturation should be taken into

account when studying on the path tracking problem of the

articulated vehicle, due to the limited steering angle and its

velocity produced by the hydraulic actuators. What’s more,

the existing studies use only simulations and experiments

when the prototype or vehicle exists in ideal environments.

This paper aims to realize the path following control of an

articulated drum roller, which is also an articulated steering

type vehicle. A kinematic model of the articulated drum

roller purely from geometric consideration of the vehicle and

its velocity constraints, and a linear mathematical error

dynamic state-space equation were proposed firstly. Then, a

state-feedback control law was proposed to follow a desired

straight line based on Lyapunov stability theory and relying

on the linear error dynamics state-space equation, which can

be proved to achieve the purpose of control by the analysis of

stability. Considering that the main working device of an

articulated drum roller is the roller drum of front frame while

the GPS receiver is placed in the driver’s cab of rear frame

generally, a method was proposed to calculate the position

and orientation of the roller drum from the GPS receiver

position and the kinematic model, which contributes to

obtain a more precise positioning. Besides, a two- dimen-

sional tilt sensor was used to reduce the GPS positioning

errors resulting from the tilt of front and rear frames during

the process of moving on the rough fields, which cause the

path following controlling errors and affect the experimental

results. To evaluate the performance of the proposedmethod,

simulation under the MATLAB/Simulink and experiments

using positioning algorithm and errors correction at the

construction site were performed, with initial displacement

error (-1.5 m), heading error (-0.11 rad) and steering angle

(-0.19 rad). Finally, the simulation and experimental results

show that the errors and steering angle can decrease gradu-

ally, and converge to zero with time. Meanwhile, the control

input is not saturated. With the path following method, the

articulated drum roller can lock onto a desired path in uneven

fields and the only input is the angle velocity of steering. In

other words, it is possible to achieve control using only a

small number of control inputs.

2 Articulated Drum Roller Modeling

2.1 Kinematic Model

First, the kinematic model of an articulated drum roller,

which has front-wheel steering and the rear wheels are
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forward-driven without being steered, is being described.

As depicted in Fig. 1, where O� XY is the Cartesian

coordinate;hP is the orientation of the roller drum of the

front frame with respect to the positive X-axis;d is the

steering angle of the roller drum with respect to the forward

direction of the vehicle;PðxP; yPÞ is the center position of

the roller drum axle of the front frame in the Cartesian

coordinate;L1 is the distance between the junction point H

and the roller drum axle;vP is the forward velocity of the

roller drum;hQ is the orientation of the rear frame with

respect to the positive X-axis;QðxQ;yQÞ is the center posi-

tion of the rear wheel axle of the vehicle in the Cartesian

coordinate;L2 is the distance between the junction point H

and the rear wheel axle;vQ is the forward velocity of the

rear frame.

Here, for deriving the vehicle’s kinematic equations, it is

assumed that the steering angle d remains constant under

small displacement and the vehicle moves on a plane

without slipping effects, the velocity is limited within the

maximum allowed velocity, which prevents the vehicle

from slipping. By examining the vehicle’s depicted geo-

metrical characteristics, it can be easily derived that

_xP ¼ vP cos hP;
_yP ¼ vP sin hP;

ð1Þ

Since the junction point H is common to both the front

and rear frames of the vehicle, then

vP þ _hP � PH ¼ vQ þ _hQ � QH; ð2Þ

where _hP and _hQ are the angular velocities of the front and

rear frames respectively.

Hence, the velocities vP and vQ are considered to have

the same changing law with respect to the velocity of the

junction point H, and the relative velocity vector equations

can be defined as

vP
0

� �
þ 0

�L1 _hP

� �
¼ vQ cos d

�vQ sin d

� �
þ L2 _hQ sin d

L2 _hQ cos d

� �
:

ð3Þ

By using the geometric relationship

hQ ¼ hP � d; ð4Þ

the angle velocity _hP of the roller drum of the front frame

is

_hP ¼ vP sin dþ L2 _d
L2 þ L1 cos d

: ð5Þ

The values of corresponding angle velocities for the

front and rear frames, which are being defined as _hP and _hQ
respectively, are different when L1 6¼ L2 or the vehicle is

not driving straight ðd 6¼ 0Þ according to Eq. (3). Finally,

the angle velocity of the rear frame is being derived from

Eq. (4) as _hQ ¼ _hP � d, or

_hQ ¼ vP sin d� L1 _d cos d
L2 þ L1 cos d

: ð6Þ

From the above, the kinematic model of the articulated

drum roller is expressed as follows:

_xP ¼ vP cos hP;

_yP ¼ vP sin hP;

_hP ¼ vP sin dþ L2 _d
L2 þ L1 cos d

:

ð7Þ

2.2 Path Following Control Problem and Error

Dynamic State-Space Equation

The path following control problem of an articulated drum

roller is considered firstly, as it is depicted shown in Fig. 2,

where ðxR; yRÞ is the center position of the roller drum

axle;hR is the orientation and vR is the forward velocity of

the reference vehicle.

The kinematic model of the reference vehicle is

expressed in the same form as that of the real vehicle:

_xR ¼ vR cos hR;

_yR ¼ vR sin hR;

_hR ¼ xR:

ð8Þ

By transforming the Cartesian coordinate into the

vehicle-based coordinate, the relative errors between real

vehicle and reference vehicle is defined as follows:Fig. 1 Articulated drum roller schematic and description of variables
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ex
ey
eh

0
@

1
A ¼

cos hR sin hR 0

� sin hR cos hR 0

0 0 1

0
@

1
A xP � xR

yP � yR
hP � hR

0
@

1
A; ð9Þ

where ex is the error in the longitudinal direction;ey is the

error in the lateral direction;eh is the heading error.

From Eq. (9), the error dynamic is

_ex
_ey
_eh

0
@

1
A ¼

xRey � vR þ vP cos eh
vP sin eh � xRex

_hP � xR

0
@

1
A: ð10Þ

In order to treat the tracking control problem as a path

following control problem, the error in the longitudinal

direction is not considered, and the error in the lateral

direction ey is defined as the displacement error. Therefore,

it needs to be satisfied that ex ¼ 0 and _ex ¼ 0. Then,

according to the track parameters geometric relationship,

the following relationships hold:

xR ¼ vP cos eh

rP � ey
¼ q

vP cos eh

1� eyq
; ð11Þ

vR ¼ vP cos eh

1� eyq
; ð12Þ

where rP is the turning radius of the real vehicle;q is the

curvature defined as q ¼ 1=rP.

In straight-line path following control, the assumption

has been made that eh and d is a small angle measured in

radians, and the curvature q ¼ 1=rP ¼ 0.

Finally, the linear state-space equation for the articu-

lated drum roller is expressed as follows:

_ey
_ex
_d

0
@

1
A ¼

0 vP 0

0 0
vP

L1 þ L2
0 0 0

0
B@

1
CA

ey
eh
d

0
@

1
Aþ

0
L2

L1 þ L2
1

0
B@

1
CA _d:

ð13Þ

The purpose of the control is to make the drum roller

move along the desired path. In other words, the purpose of

control is expressed as follows:

ey ¼ 0;
eh ¼ 0;
d ¼ 0:

ð14Þ

3 Path Following Control

3.1 Design of Control Law

Analysis of the state-space equation shows that the state of

the drum roller is controllable, using the input _d. Besides,
all three of the state variables can be measured or calcu-

lated directly, automatic control of the path following can

be achieved using state variable feedback.

The Lyapunov stability theory [28, 29] is a common tool

to design control laws. Here, a control law based on the

Lyapunov stability theory and relying on the state-space

equation in Cartesian coordinate is being designed, which

drives the articulated drum roller from any initial condition

ðey; eh; dÞ to the final condition ð0; 0; 0Þ.
First, a positive definite Lyapunov function candidate is

chosen as follows:

V ¼ 1

2
K1e

2
y þ

1

2
e2h; ð15Þ

where K1 is an arbitrary constant and K1 [ 0.

Then, the time derivative of Eq. (15) is calculated as

_V ¼ K1ey _ey þ eh _eh: ð16Þ

Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (16) gives

_V ¼ eh K1vPey þ
vP

L1 þ L2
dþ L2

L1 þ L2
_d

� �
: ð17Þ

If the control input is chosen as

_d ¼ �K1vPðL1 þ L2Þ
L2

ey �
K2ðL1 þ L2Þ

L2
eh �

vP

L2
d; ð18Þ

then _V is negative definite as

_V ¼ �K2e
2
h � 0; ð19Þ

where K2 is an arbitrary positive constant. _V � 0 implies

stability of the system states. Convergence (asymptotic sta-

bility) depends on the choice ofK1 andK2, as discussed next.

Fig. 2 Path following control problem
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3.2 Stability Analysis

The proposed Lyapunov function candidate V is lower

bounded and _V is negative definite. From Eqs. (15) and

(19), ey and eh are shown to be bounded. Because vP and d

are bounded in physical world, _d is also bounded from

Eq. (18). The time derivative of Eq. (19) is calculated as

shown in the following expression:

€V ¼ �2K2eh
vP

L1 þ L2
dþ L2

L1 þ L2
_d

� �
: ð20Þ

Due to the boundedness of the state variables and con-

trol input, €V gets bounded, so _V is uniformly continuous,

and _V ! 0 as t ! 1 holds from Barbalat’s lemma [29]. In

other words, eh ! 0 as t ! 1 holds. Then, from Eqs. (13)

and (18), the time derivative of _eh is calculated as shown in

the following expression:

€eh ¼ �K1 _vPey � K1vP _ey � K2 _eh

¼ �K1 _vPey � K1v
2
Peh � K2

vP

L1 þ L2
dþ L2

L1 þ L2
_d

� �
;

ð21Þ

_vP is bounded in physical world, so €eh gets bounded.

Therefore, the following is derived from Barbalat’s lemma:

lim
t!1

_eh ¼
vP

L1 þ L2
dþ L2

L1 þ L2
_d ¼ 0: ð22Þ

Then, _d is calculated as

_d ¼ � vP

L2
d: ð23Þ

Here, a candidate of the positive definite Lyapunov

function Vd is chosen as follows:

Vd ¼
1

2
d2: ð24Þ

The time derivative of Eq. (24) is calculated as

_Vd ¼ � vP

L2
d2 � 0: ð25Þ

Thus, the time derivative of Eq. (25) is calculated as

€Vd ¼ � _vP
L2

d2 � 2v2P
L22

d2: ð26Þ

From Eq. (26), €Vd is shown to be bounded, and _Vd is

uniformly continuous. From Barbalat’s lemma, _Vd ! 0 as

t ! 1 holds. In other words, d ! 0 as t ! 1 holds and
_d ! 0 as t ! 1 holds when the articulated vehicle moves

forward on the straight. From Eq. (18), ey ! 0 as t ! 1
holds when vP 6¼ 0. Consequently, the purpose of path

following control is achieved with the designed control law

of Eq. (18).

4 Positioning System

4.1 Position and Orientation Computation

of the Roller Drum Axle Midpoint from GPS

Position

In order to achieve path following control based on control

law described in Eq. (18), feedback from the states of the

roller drum, including position and orientation, is needed.

In this article, this information is obtained from the GPS

receiver finally, which is placed on the driver’s cab as

shown in Fig. 3.

In order to improve the positioning precision, the posi-

tion and orientation of the roller drum axle midpoint is

computed from GPS data together with the kinematic

model.

First, the position ðxP; yPÞ at the midpoint of the roller

drum axle is obtained from junction point HðxH ; yHÞ from
geometric relationship as shown in Fig. 4.

The geometric relationship between ðxP; yPÞ and

ðxH ; yHÞ is
xH ¼ xP � L1 cos hP;
yH ¼ yP � L1 sin hP:

ð27Þ

Then, the time derivative of Eq. (27) is calculated as

_xH ¼ _xP þ L1 _hP sin hP ¼ vP cos hP þ L1 _hP sin hP;
_yH ¼ _yP � L1 _hP cos hP ¼ vP sin hP � L1 _hP cos hP:

ð28Þ

From Eqs. (1) and (28):

_x2H þ _y2H

¼ ðvP cos hP þ L1 _hP sin hPÞ2

þ ðvP sin hP � L1 _hP cos hPÞ2

¼ v2P þ L21
_h2P;

ð29Þ

and then, _hP is calculated from Eq. (29) as shown in the

following expression:

_hP ¼ � 1

L1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
_x2H þ _y2H � v2P

q
: ð30Þ

Fig. 3 GPS receiver position on the driver’s cab
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Next, the position ðxH ; yHÞ at the junction point H is

obtained from the GPS receiver ðxG; yG; hGÞ from geo-

metric relationship as shown in Fig. 4.

The geometric relationship between ðxH ; yHÞ and

ðxG; yG; hGÞ is
xH ¼ xG � L3 cos hG;
yH ¼ yG � L3 sin hG;

ð31Þ

where L3 is the distance between the GPS receiver position

and the junction point H, and hG is the orientation of the

GPS receiver, which is also equal to the current hG
according to the geometric relationship.

Then, the position of junction point H can be obtained

from the GPS receiver position, and the position and ori-

entation of the roller drum can be obtained in a recursive

way using the position at the junction point H and the

previous roller drum state, as follows:

xH ½n� ¼ xG½n� � L3 cosðhG½n�Þ; ð32Þ
yH ½n� ¼ yG½n� � L3 sinðhG½n�Þ; ð33Þ
hP½n� ¼ hP½n� 1�

� DT
L1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xH ½n� � xH ½n� 1�

DT

� �2

þ yH ½n� � yH ½n� 1�
DT

� �2

�v2P

s
;

ð34Þ
xP½n� ¼ xP½n� 1� þ vPDT cosðhP½n�Þ; ð35Þ
yP½n� ¼ yP½n� 1� þ vPDT sinðhP½n�Þ: ð36Þ

Eqs. (32)–(36) must be sequentially computed at each

new GPS position, where DT is the time between the

reception of two GPS positions.

4.2 Positioning Errors Correction

In practice, due to the rough fields, the front and rear

frames of drum roller tilt inevitably during the process of

moving. The degree of tilt is expressed by roll angle and

pitch angle, and they can be up to 0.35 rad in general. If the

GPS receiver is placed 3m above the ground, the maximum

horizontal positioning errors in vehicle-based coordinates

caused by roll angle will be 1.03 m, which has a serious

effect on GPS positioning.

In order to correct the GPS positioning errors caused by

the tilt of front and rear frames, a two-dimensional tilt

sensor should be used to obtain the roll angle and pitch

angle to calculate the horizontal and longitudinal posi-

tioning errors in vehicle-based coordinates.

Taking geometrical relationship into account:

e
0

tx ¼ LG sin ax;

e
0

ty ¼ LG sin ay;
ð37Þ

where e
0

tx is the longitudinal positioning error,e
0

ty is the

horizontal positioning error,ax is the pitch angle,ay is the

roll angle in vehicle-based coordinates and LG is the height

of GPS receiver.

By transforming the vehicle-based coordinate into the

Cartesian coordinate, from Eq. (37), it is derived that:

etx ¼ e
0

tx cos hR þ e
0

ty sin hR;

ety ¼ �e
0

tx sin hR þ e
0

ty cos hR;
ð38Þ

where etx is the longitudinal positioning error and ety is the

horizontal positioning error in Cartesian coordinates.

Then, etx and ety can be used to correct the GPS position.

5 Simulation

5.1 Modeling

To evaluate the performance of the proposed path following

control law, some simulation results are being presented. In

the proposed control law, it is assumed that the error dynamic

states have been measured directly or calculated, including

the displacement error, heading error and steering angle. The

controller action is the rate of steering angle which con-

straints on the control inputs, the states of the vehicle’s error

dynamic states. The overall block diagram of the proposed

path following control is depicted in Fig. 5.

5.2 Simulation Results

For simulating the effectiveness of the proposed control

law for the problem of path following for an articulated

Fig. 4 The geometric relationship among PðxP; yPÞ, HðxH ; yHÞ,
GPSðxG; yGÞ
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drum roller, the following vehicle’s characteristics have

been considered:L1 = 1.5 m, L2 = 1.76 m, the velocity of

the roller drum vP is set as vP = 0.5 (m�s-1) which is prac-

tical velocity. The initial conditions are the initial displace-

ment error ey = -1.5 m in Y-direction, the initial heading

error eh = -0.11 rad and the initial steering angle

d = -0.19 rad. The steering angle (rad) is limited to

d 2[-0.611, 0.611] and the steering angle velocity (rad�s-1)

is limited to _d 2[-0.2, 0.2] to follow the actual limits of a real

articulated drum roller. The control gains used in the simu-

lation are determined by tuning in experiments as

K1 = 0.059 and K2 = 0.202. Above all, the simulation

parameters of control system model are shown in Table 1.

The results of the path following simulation to the X-

axis can be seen in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. The parameters of

the simulation results are shown in Table 2. Due to the

initial condition, the drum roller adjusted quite sharply at

the beginning. After about 5 s, the adjustment became

smooth gradually. Finally, even though there were an ini-

tial displacement error (-1.5 m) in Y-direction, an initial

heading error (-0.11 rad) and an initial steering angle

(-0.19 rad), the vehicle converged to the X-axis as time

goes by and ey; eh; d and _d became 0 after 30s. The Lya-

punov function V also became 0 as analyzed after 17 s. In

conclusion, the effectiveness of the proposed control law

for straight-line path following of the articulated vehicle is

confirmed by the simulation results.

6 Experiments

6.1 Experimental Setup

A YZ26E articulated drum roller equipped with devices, as

shown in Fig. 3, is used in the experiment. The drum roller

is rear-wheel drive, and has vehicle control and status

signals transmitted via a control area network (CAN). A

EPEC 2023 vehicle controller is used to control the steer-

ing system and the speed of drum roller, as shown in

Fig. 11(a). The steering angle is measured using a single-

ring absolute encoder, transmitted via CANopen and

offering up to 0.09 degrees accuracy with a resolution of 16

Fig. 5 Overall block diagram of the proposed path following control

Fig. 6 Simulation results of displacement error

Fig. 7 Simulation results of heading error

Table 1 The simulation parameters of control system model

Parameter Value Range Description

L1 /m 1.5 - Length of PH

L2 /m 1.76 - Length of QH

vP /(m�s-1) 0.5 - Forward velocity

ey /m -1.5 - Displacement error

eh /rad -0.11 - Heading error

d /rad -0.19 [-0.611, 0.611] Steering angle

_d /(rad�s-1) - [-0.2,0.2] Steering angle velocity

K1 0.059 – Adjustment factor 1

K2 0.202 – Adjustment factor 2
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bits and d is a small angle measured in radians, as shown in

Fig. 11(b). State variables ey and eh are calculated by

measuring the relative position and heading between the

drum roller and desired path. The relative position and

heading are measured using a Huace N71J GNSS receiver,

which integrates a BD982 Trimble multi-mode multi-fre-

quency motherboard and offers up to 0.008 m accuracy of

horizontal and 0.015 m accuracy of vertical when working

with carrier-phase measurements in Real Time Kinematic

(RTK) mode, as shown in Fig. 11(c). A Huace N71 GNSS

receiver configured to use RTK corrections is used as the

reference station GPS, as shown in Fig. 11(d). Moreover, a

2-dimensional inclination tilt sensor is used to correct

positioning error, connecting via CAN and offering up to

0.0017 rad accuracy with ±0.7854 rad measurement

range, as shown in Fig. 11(c). The structure of experi-

mental setup is shown in Fig. 12, and the experiment is

performed at the construction site shown in Fig. 13.

6.2 Experimental Results and Discussion

An experiment was performed to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of the proposed control law for the problem of

path following for an articulated drum roller. The

results of the path following experiment can be seen in

Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. From Fig. 13, it can be

observed that the field at the construction site is

uneven. In addition, the roughness of experimental field

rh can be calculated with the roll angle and pitch angle

obtained by tilt sensor from geometric consideration of

the vehicle, as shown in Fig. 14. Based on the longi-

tudinal and horizontal roughness, the average roughness

of the experimental field is about 0.11 m. There is no

doubt that path following control on uneven road is

more difficult than on flat road.

The results of the path following experiments can be

seen in Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, which are quite similar

with the simulation results. The parameters of the experi-

mental results are shown in Table 3. From Tables 2–3, it is

found that the difference between simulation results and

experimental results is quite small, which is much higher

than the accuracy of manual operation. From Figs. 15, 16,

17, it is found that errors and state variables converged to

zero even if it was given initial conditions. Figures 17, 18

indicated that steering angle and input were not saturated.

From Fig. 18, it was found that the value of _d changed

smoothly and it meant that the internal state of the system

was stable.

Although the roughness of the experimental field is

ignored in the simulation but not experiments, the tilt

sensor used to correct the GPS position reduces the

Fig. 8 Simulation results of steering angle

Fig. 9 Simulation results of steering angle velocity

Fig. 10 Simulation results of Lyapunov function
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Fig. 11 Experimental devices

Table 2 Parameters of the simulation results

Parameter Peak

value

Peak time/s Trough value Trough

time/s

Zero time/s

Displacement error ey /m 0.041 19 -1.63 2 24

Heading error eh /rad 0.18 8 -0.012 22 28

Steering angle d /rad 0.13 5 -0.068 14 35

Steering angle velocity _d /(rad�s-1) 0.01 19 -0.032 8 29

Lyapunov function V 0.078 2 0 16 16
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difference between the actual displacement error and the

calculated displacement error, protecting the experimental

results from the effect of roughness.

Fig. 15 Experimental results of displacement error

Fig. 16 Experimental results of heading error

Fig. 17 Experimental results of steering angle

Fig. 12 Structure diagram of the experimental setup

Fig. 13 Experimental field

Fig. 14 Roughness of the experiment field
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However, compared with the simulation results, the

experimental results might sometimes have a 1–4-second

delay, which was mainly caused by the late response of

steering system powered by hydraulic cylinders or the

current resistance of rough field became bigger suddenly.

But it didn’t have much impact on the path following

control.

From the above, it was shown that the articulated drum

roller can lock into a desired path under a harsh environ-

ment like a construction site. Therefore, the proposed

method is effective and practical.

7 Conclusions

(1) The linear mathematical error dynamic state-space

equation, based on the kinematic model of an artic-

ulated drum roller from geometric consideration of

the vehicle and its velocity constrains, is employed

to develop a control law. The designed state-feed-

back control law, based on Lyapunov stability the-

ory, is proved to achieve the purpose of control by

the analysis of stability.

(2) The simulation under the MATLAB/Simulink is

performed. The results show that the errors and

steering angle decrease gradually, and converge to

zero after 30 s even if given initial displacement

error (-1.5m), heading error (-0.11rad) and steer-

ing angle (-0.19 rad). Meanwhile, the control input

is not saturated.

(3) The experiments at the uneven construction site are

performed. The positioning algorithm provides posi-

tion and orientation of the roller drum axle midpoint

precisely, and the method to correct the position

errors reduces the effect of experimental field

roughness to the path following control and exper-

imental results effectively. The results of the exper-

iment are quite similar with the simulation results. It

is confirmed that an articulated drum roller can lock

into a desired path with the proposed method in

uneven fields.
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